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Lawmakers
look to fix
pension issue
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly 2 112 months after a proposed state pension fix stalled
amid the chaotic closing hours
of the General Assembly's 2008
session, lawmakers are returning to the Capitol on Monday
for one more try.
Gov. Steve Beshear has
called the legislature for a special session to pass a proposal
aimed at steadying an unstable
state retirement system. He's
scheduled an address to both
chambers on Monday evening.
"If we can resolve this issue,
it will, number one, show that
the House and Senate and the
governor can come together and
work on a very sigruficant issue
and resolve it," Beshear said
during a press conference in his
office last week. "And I think
the people of this state would
appreciate that
particularly
after the regular session that we
went through."
Kentucky lawmakers have
contemplated various proposed
fixes to the pension system's
shaky financial footing in recent
years as its unfunded liability
has grown to a staggering $26
billion. Without an overhaul,
lawmakers have said, the state
retirement system that covers
some 435,000 people, faces an
eventual collapse.
Lawmakers think they have a
fix — at least for now.
The proposal calls for a number of changes, which would
mostly affect only new hires.
Future state employees
would have to wait longer to
retire — until the sum of their
age and years of employment
totals 87 to retire with full benefits. But employees who are 65

or elder could retire with full
benefits and five years of service.
The plan, among other
things, would also require new
employees to contribute 1 percent of their salaries to health
insurance. And, it would put the
state on a schedule to gradually
increase its employer contributions to the retirement system,
in hopes of eventually paying
down the unfunded liability.
Beshear has said the plan,
with an increase in the retirement systems' investments,
could benefit the state to the
tune of $500 million per year.
Others dispute that figure.
Local governments across
the state could meanwhile enjoy
a combined nearly $60 million
savings this year, Beshear has
said.
"If we do this, then we are
going to be able to assure the
financial future of a lot of
retirees: Police, fire, teachers
and °thet public employees,"
Beshear said.
Mike Burnside, executive
director of the Kentucky
Retirement Systems, said the
proposal calls for measures that
over time will likely help control costs and keep the retirement system viable.
"It will help keep costs
down," Burnside said. "It's
going to reduce the growth rate
in the unfunded liability."
Still,
some
lawmakers
believe the plan doesn't make
enough changes and isn't a permanent fix.
Beshear has set up a working
group to consider other state
retirement plan issues, such as
whether future employees'
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TUBA TIME: Matthew

Hightower plays his tuba as part of a special presentation at Murray's
First Presbytenan Church Sunday night by the Murray State University TubalEuphonium
Quartet. The group, which also includes Matthew Butterfield on tuba and Brett White and
Joshua Cole on euphonium, left today for Cincinnati to compete in the semifinals of the
International Tuba/Euphonium Conference. The group is coached by Ray Conklin and Todd
Hill.

Staff Report
A joint investigation by
Kentucky's Alcoholic Beverage
Control and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
resulted in the discovery of beer
and mixed drinks being sold at
the Murray Moose Lodge located on Knight Road in Calloway
County.
According to a press release
from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, an undercover ABC officer witnessed the
sale of alcoholic beverages at
the lodge Thursday evening and
a search warrant was issued.
The sheriff's department seized
numerous cases of beer, several
bottles of liquor, financial documents and money.
The investigation ensued
when Calloway County Sheriff
Bill Marcum contacted the ABC
a few months ago to request
their assistance, the press
release indicated. Since then,
investigators have been working
with Det. Lt. Samantha Mighell
on the case.
The Moose Lodge has
recently moved to the county
and is still in the construction
phase but they have been operating in the building for the last
month, the sheriff's department
said.
Selling alcoholic beverages
is illegal in Calloway County
because it is a dry county. Drink
sales are allowed in the city per
proper licensing.
Charges are pending on the
Murray Moose Lodge board and
the bartender who was selling
the alcohol.

LBL families fight for their heritage
MSU settles
harras.sment suit
By BRETT
BARROUOUERE

By The Associated Press
Murray State University settled a sexual harassment lawsuit for
$170.000 that was filed by the former equal opportunity director.
Annazette Fields McCane claimed in a federal lawsuit filed in
2005 that Murray State's former athletic director, E.W. Dennison,
made inappropriate sexual advances toward her.
McCane also accused former MSU Racer Club presidents James
Butts and local businessman Robbie Rudolph of conspiring with
Dennison to defame her in retaliation for filing a sexual harassment
complaint.
Dennison was moved from the athletics department to a fundraising position at the university in 2004, but then resigned in 2005.
The settlement agreement said MSU, Dennison. Rudolph and
Butts were not admitting guilt or any wrongdoing.
Theodore H. Lavit, McCane's attorney, said in a statement that
his client "feels 'vindicated.—
McCane is no longer at Murray State and currently serves in an
administrative post at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.
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Associated Press Writer
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP) — First,
they lost their land. Now the people whose
families were evicted in the 1960s to create
a vast nature preserve in western Kentucky
and Tennessee are wrangling with the U.S.
Forest Service over how to present their history to visitors.
Land Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area is a peninsula of forests and
ridges between two dammed river valleys
whose serene backwoods atmosphere was
created in part by tearing down small towns
and burning farms.
The U.S. Forest Service is currently
preparing a heritage management plan for
the area, which will determine how the history of the land and its people is presented.
That has triggered complaints and a letter-writing ).ampaign from displaced residents worried they will not have enough of
a voice in 'deciding how their story is told
for future generations.
The Forest Service is pitching a plan to
commemorate some sites and do archaeological digs in others. Land Between the
Lakes program director Kathryn Harper
says the former residents are as welcome as
any other member of the public to comment
and offer ideas.
The former residents, however, want
more say over what is presented as the history of the area, how it is presented and
what the Forest Service will and won't allow
visitors to do.

AP

Della Oliver, 68, looks at the names that had signed the guest book in the restored
St. Stephens Catholic church in the Land Between the Lakes Recreation Area in
Golden Pond. Ky. Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area is a peninsula of forests and ndges between two dammed river valleys whose serene backwoods atmosphere was created in part by teanng down small towns and burning
farms.
"We've got a relationship with the place
that nobody else will ever have, said David
Nickell, whose family first came to the area
nearly 250 years ago. "It's still our heritage.
We're still using it."
The root of the dispute dates back more
than four decades, when the Tennessee
Valley Authority forcibly removed hundreds

of families from the low-lying farmland
between the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers. The TVA dammed off the rivers, creating Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake and
flooding some of the farmland.
The Kennedy administration's original
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KentuckyInBrief
Fugitive Ky. mother arrested in Fla.
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) _ A Frankton

woman who promised to pay
back $173,000 stolen from her children's bank accounts, then fled
has been caught in Florida
Police tracked down 27 year-old Emmy Lou Green and her
boyfnend at a motel Friday.
Franklin County officials said Green raided funds that were a settlement from a car crash that badly injured her children
Commonwealth's Attorney Larry Cleveland said the money is
gone -- spent by Green on vacations drugs and alcohol for her
I nends
Green had pleaded guilty to stealing the money and was sentenced to 10 years in pnson. then granted shock probation after 6
months
She made only a few months repayment of the money, then fled
in April

Local officials in northern
Kentucky battle graffiti
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Officials at four departments in a northern Kentucky city are working together to cover and rerrinva graffiti
The police, public works, code enforcement and parks and recreation departments in Covington are joining forces to battle the graffiti On a recent afternoon, code enforcement specialist John Coulter
was covenng graffiti on the back of a traffic sign with sitver spray
paint.
"It's blight." Coulter said. "If we accept it in the back alleys. the
12th Street corridor will get tagged twice as bad."
The corndor leads from Interstates 71 and 75 to downtown
Covington
The city's agency's had been fighting graffiti separatety.
"We had four different departments working on it, but we weren't
collaborating," said Keith Bales, the city's code enforcement director.
And we discussed at the safety committee meeting that it's important for us to start collaborating."

Man dies after being struck while
driving mower
VINE GROVE. Ky. (AP) _ A central Kentucky man was killed
Friday night after the lawn mower he was driving was struck from
behind by another vehicle.
Police say John Boughton, 43. of Vine Grove was driving his
mower east on Kentucky 144 near the Meade Co. line when it was
hit by a vehicle driven by William Hutcherson of Radcliff.
Hutcherson, 21, has been charged with driving under the influence after admitting he'd smoked marijuana earlier in the day. He is
also charged with driving on a suspended license and driving without
insurance
Hutcherson told police he didn't see Boughton. Police said it was
raining at the time of the accident and that visibility was poor. There
were no lights on Boughton's mower.

Suspects sought in Eastern
Kentucky fraternity hazing
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) _ One person has been arrested and
Richmond police are searching for two others on charges of assault
in a fraternity hazing investigation at Eastern Kentucky University.
Brent Whiteside, a 23-year-old student, was hospitalized in March
for injuries he said he received during hazing while he was a candidate for admission into the Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
Richmond police arrested 21-year-old Thomas Barnes on
Wednesday and are searching for 22-year-old Gabriel M. McLaren
and 32-year-old Alonzo C. McGill.
Police spokesman Willard Reardon said all three are charged with
fourth-degree assault
University spokesman Marc Whitt said the chapter of the histoncatty black Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity is still suspended from the
national organization, as well as the university.
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HAPPENINGS
by Arinita Peeler
What a lovely week we've had!
The weather has been perfect for
being outside on the poich in our
rockers We can see everybody coming and going aght from our front
porch It's been nice seeing so many
visitors this week
We appreciate Ruby Suffill teaching our Sunday School Class for us
on Sunday morning. We also appreciate June Young and Debbie
Hargrove for being so faithful to
teach us week after week.
We enjoyed Bobbie Chrysler playing the piano for us on Wednesday
and then later in the day refreshments were served to us in our apartme
Dnrtisn na played Senior Scz Trivia
with us on Enda) afternoon. This
was after our olc fashioned -Grill
Out Ethel and Jenise did a great
job on the grill while we sat back
and watched and enjoyed the smell.
As usual, our dining room was decorated with the traditional red and
white checked tablecloths just like
any other picnic (except ours was
indoors where its cool).
We have so many things going on
its hard to keep up leruse has a
great schedule of events for next
week Our country music mends
will be out next week to entertain us
with that good ole fiddle and guitar
pickin' Were looking forward to
that and all the other activities that
Donna. Ethel and lenise have lined

School District Board of
Education meeting will be
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Carter
Building.
Agenda
items include Second reading
of policy/procedure update,
approval of participation in
The Gallon Academy of
Mathematics and Science in
Kentucky, a contract change
order for MHS paving and an
executive session regarding
litigation.
MI To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Donations
not sought
for church
building
Staff Report
A local church is informing
the community that it is not
seeking donations for a building
fund.
According to a member of
Chapel
Russell
United
Methodist Church, someone
had reportedly approached residents seeking donations to the
church's building fund.
However one household had
members of Russell Chapel and
reported the activity to church
officials and local law enforcement.
According to the member,
the church has had previous
fundraisers, but that the person
seeking donations was not a
member of the church.
If approached regarding
donations for Russell Chapel
United Methodist Church building fund, please contact the
Calloway County
Sheriff's
office.
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Researchers study ATV accidents
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The rolling bluegrass hills of Kentucky make it a haven for ATV
lovers. The state's rugged terrain and relaxed laws
surrounding the popular off-road vehicles make it
easy for anyone capable of operating the machines
to hit the trail.
Yet the fun can sometimes come with a high
cost. Kentucky led the nation in ATV-related
deaths in 2007, according to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, and four ATV-related
deaths were recorded in the state during the
Memonal Day weekend.
The frequency of injuries and fatalities caught
University of Kentucky hospital surgeon Andrew
Bernard's attention. He's hoping a new study at the
hospital will provide insight into how to protect
and educate ATV enthusiasts.
"I see people get injured all the time. and I
think,'How can we prevent this?'" he said.
Researchers are working with young riders to
determine the cause of severe injuries and death.
One of the early tests in the study tried to simulate what young riders feel while dnving on an
incline. The children each wore a sensor that
recorded data while sitting on the ATV, which was
fastened to a platform that rocked back and forth.
"When the sensors are placed on different parts
of the body, it helps us determine where the rider's
body is in space," Bernard said.
Other tests include a computer modeling study
and a questionnaire for the riders, including

whether they feel sate or the sehicle.
Braden Back, one of the test subjects, said one
of the biggest problems with ATVs is finding one
that fits. Too many children get on vehicles that
are either too big or too small for them. Back said
it was scary getting on a child-sized ATV because
he was simply too big for it.
Steve Wolfson. a spokesman for the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, said carefully choosing which ATV is nght for a rider could help.
Current recommendations for determining the
nght vehicle size are based on age categories.
Researchers. however, say the categories — ages
6 to I I, 12 to 15. and 16 and up — are too broad_
"It boils down to power," Bernard said. "Maybe
the best predictor is size, height or body weight."
Bernard suggested the study could show lawmakers that the state should implement weight and
training laws for riders.
Kentucky has very few ATV-specific laws,
according to a report by the Special Vehicle
Institute of America. Many riders don't wear a helmet while operating the vehicles. Marcel
Washington, a former hospital employee whose
son Anthony is involved in the study, thinks a lead
foot doesn't help.
"I think that a lot of kids go too fast," she said.
Bernard said riders disobeying rules and lacking proper instruction has more to do with injuries
and fatalities than any mechanical flaw in the
machines.

•LBL families ...
From Front
idea behind Land Between the
Lakes was to create the largest
nature preserve east of the
Mississippi River — an area that
looked like it had not been
touched by human hands. Four
decades later, the area is a hunting, hiking and biking mecca.
with some areas, such as the
Bison and Elk Prairie, remaining as nature preserve.
The creation
of Land
Between the lakes included
tearing down the towns of
Golden Pond and Twin Lakes
and demolishing and burning
many of the farms and schools
that dotted the more than
170.000 acres. But family cemeteries and parts of some buildings still stand in the area The
last families moved front the
area in the late 1960s. The TVA
transferred the land to the Forest
Service in the 1990s.
Since then, the former residents and the federal government have battled over commercialization of the land, including
the introduction of campgrounds, tours and a planetarium.
The former residents don't
want their land back, nor do they
want to give their own tours of
the area. Instead, they want to
place markers, restore some histone sites and return a sense of
the place and culture that existed
between the Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers for more
than 200 years.
To them, the land is a legacy
and provides a sense of identity.
Even now, the self-described
"Between the Rivers natives"
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The restored St. Stephen Catholic church in the Land Between the Lakes Recreation Area in

Golden Pond, Ky.
can point out their old homesites, as well as where friends
lived and where businesses and
churches stood. Most is now is
covered in tall grass, shrubs and
trees.
Groups of former residents
restored the St. Stephens Church
and still care for the various
family- cemeteries that remain,
keeping the grass mowed, putting up grave markers and making them useable for former residents who wish to be buried on
their ancestral lands.
"The cemeteries are all we've
got left," said 72-year-old
Margaret Baccus Chambers,
whose family land is now under
Lake Barkley.
The former residents want
the right to put up markers and
restore old schools, homesites or
churches quickly, sometimes
over a weekend. They would
like the Forest Service to grant
them "consulting party status"
for the heritage program. which
would allow the former residents some say over how the
history of the area is presented.

So far, said Ray Parish, whose
family was among the last to
move from the area, they've had
no luck.
"We feel left out of what the
Forest Service is doing," Parish
said.
The Forest Service's plan
calls for documenting historically significant sites, preserving
them and creating a public interpretation and education program
about the heritage resources in
Land Between the Lakes. The
government also runs The
Homeplace, a collection of
1800s-era buildings complete
with staff members in costume
and does archaeological digs at
When it comes to new projects and markers, the Forest
Service's plan moves slower
than the former residents would
like.
In a series of letters to Parish,
Jamie Bennett. the heritage program
manager for
Land
Between the Lakes. and James
Bedwell, director of heritage
resources
for
the
U.S.
Agriculture Department, said

the former residents were welcome to join the rest of the public in crafting a heritage program.
"The history is bigger than
just 200 years," Harper said
"We take input and get people
involved."
Opening the plan up to public
comment allows people "from
California to Kalamazoo to
decide how our heritage is presented," said Chambers' sister.
68-year-old
Della
Baccus
Oliver.
The idea that someone else.
an outsider, would have a say.
over how their history is told is
tough for former residents.
Many, such as Nickell and
Oliver, view themselves as has
ing moved away, but never really having left the homeplaces ot
their childhoods and memories.
And, they aren't ready to give
up on preserving them.
"They only bought the land."
Oliver said. "They never bought
the heritage."

III Pension issue...
From Front
retirement benefits should shift
from a set pension plan to one
that is more comparable to a
401(k) plan. Lawmaker can
tackle those other issues during
the regular session beginning in
January. Beshear has said.
-Clearly. more needs to be
done," state Sen. Katie Stine, RSouthgate, said.
Nevertheless, lawmakers in
both the Republican-controlled
Senate and the Democratic-led
House spent time this summer
hammering out an agreement in

private. Beshear had called on
lawmakers to put down their
partisan differences and work on
a proposal.
Beshear was only willing to
call the special session when
they had an agreement.
'This is worth doing," said
Senate
President
David
R-Burkesville. "If I
wasn't convinced that it was
worth doing. I wouldn't do it."
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
said he expected the measure to
clear both chambers. Having an

agreement in place helps make
sure that legislators don't linger
in the Capitol longer than necessary, Richards said.
It costs the state about
$60,000 per day to hold a special session Lawmakers artexpecting a five-day special ses
sion.
"I think our members felt that
this was a good step. And, if we
pass this bill, I think it will be
good for the commonwealth..
Richards said. "I don't see art
problems between the House
and Senate on this issue."
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End is near for river's rise
LOUISIANA, Mo.(AP) — The water is
still well above the banks of the upper
Mississippi River. but residents of both
flooded towns and those protected by levees
and sandbags can see an ending: The river is
cresting.
"It's quieter compared to earlier this
week," said Louisiana emergency management director Mike Lesley, where sandbagging has largely ceased. This past weekend.
he said, "I actually got some sleep."
The river started cresting Sunday at
Canton, Mo., not far from the Iowa state
line, through the lock and dam near Quincy,
Ill. Next up, according to federal forecasters,
were crests expected Monday from
Hannibal to Clarksville. In Mark lAvain's
hometown. Hannibal emergency management director John Hark said he was confident the town's levees would hold as the
nver begins to recede.
Folks in Winfield and Grafton, Ill., will
have to wait a little longer, as forecasters
said the river would crest there on
Wednesday A reminder the threat had not
passed came Sunday in Lincoln County,
Mo., where a levee near Winfield over-

topped and flooded about 1,000 acres and
fewer than half a dozen homes.
"It just blew through our sandbags," said
Lincoln County emergency management
spokesman Andy Binder. But he, too, was
confident the secondary levees protecting
Winfield and nearby Elsberry would hold.
Farther down river, the river dropped a
bit Sunday below crest level from Alton, Ill..
through St. Louis and down to Chester, III.
The Mississippi was expected to rise again
to crest level by Wednesday, but to levels
still well off the records set during the Great
Flood of '93. About 80 miles south of St.
Louis at Chester, the river was forecast to
rise to about 10 feet above flood stage,
which is more than 10 feet lower than the
record.
Still, the devastation is widespread. The
storms and flooding that started in early
June have forced thousands from their
homes across six ftates, killing 24 and injuring roughly 150. Rural areas such as Lincoln
County suffered the worst. There, more than
300 homes were flooded after more than 90
percent of the county's levees were overtopped.

In Canton, hundreds of volunteers and
National Guard members spent the past
week using sandbags in a battle to spare that
town's levee a similar fate. Volunteers were
back out Sunday, searching for leaks along
the earthen structure that appeared to be
holding up, said Monica Heaton. the city's
emergency operations spokeswoman.
"Everything is in a wait and see mode."
she said.
Sporadic rains expected throughout the
week in eastern Missouri and southern
Illinois will be scattered and light and
shouldn't increase the flooding hazard, said
National Weather Service meteorologist Ben
Miller.
Miller said the river will start to recede
after remaining at crest level for longer than
initially expected. A senes of levee breaches
let flood waters spread over a wide swath of
land in Missoun and Illinois, and Miller said
that water will take time to drain back into
the river and flow downstream.
"You don't have as high a crest, but yet
you still have higher levels for a long period
had (the levees) not broken," Miller said.

Ferry survivors drifted at sea for 24 hours
AP
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Daniel Mongiardo poses with his bride
Allison Patrick during their wedding in Covington, Ky. on
:, Saturday. The two met while Mongiardo was a state senator
:and Patrick was a volunteer for state Sen. Alice Forgy Kerr.
::They announced their engagement last year during
:.Mongiardo's run for lieutenant governor.
.
E:
•.

Lt. Gov. weds in private ceremony

VINGTON, Ky. (AP)
this month only that they were
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Daniel getting married at a church
Mongiardo has married fiancee somewhere in Kentucky.
Allison Patrick in a private cereThe
two
met
while
mony Saturday.
Mongiardo was a state senator
: The wedding was held at and Patrick was a volunteer for
Saint Mary's Cathedral Basilica state Sen. Alice Forgy Kerr.
of the Assumption in Covington. They announced their engagesaid Chief of Staff Jeff ment
last
year
during
Derouren.
Mongiardo's run for lieutenant
"Allison is truly one of the governor.
7. most remarkable women I have
The -Mongiardo, now 47, and
ever met, and I am blessed to Patrick, now 22, dated for three
now have her as my wife," the years before announcing their
• Democratic lieutenant governor engagement. It is the first mart: mitt in a preptued
it'agefor bd
-*lbw she -will
"We
Jidt i happier td
•: wonderful asset a
we start our new life together and
work hand-in-hand with all are blessed to have our families
7 Kentuckians to move ow state share in our special day," the
forward."
bride said in statement.
The couple had
been
Mongiardo, a Democrat, was
tightlipped in advance of the elected in November on the tickwedding, announcing earlier et of GOV. Steve Beshear.

MANILA, Philippines (AP)
— Roiling seas stalled efforts
Monday to get inside a ferry that
capsized during a deadly
typhoon
while
survivors
recalled drifting at sea for more
than 24 hours, first in a raft and
then in life jackets.
Officials initially reported
747 passengers and crew were
aboard the ferry on Saturday,
but said Monday that the vessel
was carrying about 100 more.
Only 38 survivors have been
found so far, including 28 on
Sunday.
Carlo Jason Anabis, a 22year-old nursing graduate, was
among those who managed to
clamber aboard a life raft before
it capsized, forcing the people
who had crowded inside to
swim for shore. Not everyone
made it.
"We were shouting "Help,
help" and some of us were
blowing on our .whistles,"
Arrahis, said. -chi;:ere
dinging to the lifebait. We did
not expedirti survi7E"I just entrusted my life to
God. I was praying every
minute. I was calling all the
saints."
The ship ran aground around

at noon Saturday, then capsized.
Survivor Reynato Lanona, a
janitor on the ship, estimated
that about 100 people could
have escaped the vessel, but
thought the others were trapped
inside.
Divers heard no response
when they hammered on the hp
of the nearly 24,000-ton
Princess of Stars that was jutting
from the water off Sibuyan
island in the central Philippines.
Officials were considering boring a hole into the vessel's hull
to look for survivors.
"We're not ruling out that
somebody there is still alive,"
coast guard chief Wilfredo
Tamayo said. -You can never
tell."
Rescue workers would have
to operate carefully. The ferry's
owner, Sulpicio Lines, said the
vessel was carrying bunker oil
that could leak out.
A U.S. Navy ship carrying
search-and-rescue helicopters
was expected to arrive from
Okinawa late Monday, and a P3 maritime surveillance plane
also was being dispatched.

However, hope dwindled by
the hour that large groups of survivors might be found in areas
where communications were cut
off by the weekend storm that
left at least 163 people dead in
flooded communities.
Six bodies, including those
of a man and woman who had
bound themselves together.
have washed ashore, along with
children's slippers and life jackets.
The coast guard said it was
checking a survivor's report that
at least one group of people —
some dead, some alive — had
been spotted bobbing in the sea.
About two dozen relatives
went to the Manila office of
ferry owner Sulpicio Lines.
Some wept as they waited for
news.
"I'm very worried. I need to
know what happened to my
family," said Felino Farionin.
his voice cracking. His wife, son
and four in-laws were on the
ferry, which was going from
Manila to Cebu.
Others were angry that the
ship was allowed to leave
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GET EASY FINANCING

See
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Manila late Fnday for a 20-hour
trip to Cebu with a typhoon
approaching. The government
ordered Sulpicio Lines to suspend services pending an investigation into the accident and a
check oi its other ships' Seaworthiness.

Debate also began anew on
safe-sailing rules in a country
prone to storms — Fengshen
was the seventh typhoon this
year — and dependent on ferries
to get around the sprawling
archipelago.
Though President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo said the ferry
never should have left, Sulpicio
Lines said it sailed with Coast
Guard approval. The company
said it will give 54,500 in compensation to relatives of each
person who died, along with
financial assistance to the survivors.
The Philippines was the
scene of the world's worst
peacetime maritime disaster
when the ferry Dona Paz sank in
1987, killing more than 4,341
people.
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0% FINANCING FOR UP 10 60 MONTHS
ON CASE IH FARMALL SERIES TRACTORS
Take advantage of great rates Farmall Series tractors are tough Case IH tractors that offer the
rugged versatility to tackle a variety of chores fast Models range from 26 5 to 90 PTO hp, so
you're sure to find a tractor that s perfectfy powered for the jobs you do With this great financing deal, our reliable parts and our expert service there's never been a better time to talk to
your Case IH dealer Stop by today or visit www caseih corn for more intormanon
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Obituaries
Mrs. Thelma Maxine Beak

Mrs. Juanita Cohoon

Mrs. Thelma Maxine Beale, 83, Murray. died Sunday, June 22,
A graveside service for Mrs. Juanita Cohoon was today
2008. at 910 pin, at Spring Creek Health Care.
(Monday) at 10 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens with the Rev.
She was a member of Flint Baptist Church. Preceding her in
Kerry Lambert officiated. Holly Bloodworth sang a solo.
death were her husband, Joe Rob Beale, one daughter, Diane Kohr, Pallbearers were Kelly Crouse, Frank Doran, Harold Doran, Trent
one great-grandson, Hank Imes. one sister, Mildred Taylor, and two Gibson, Barry Futrell and Rusty Sims, J.H. Churchill Faneral Home
brothers, Dewey Lampkins Jr. and Graves Lampkins. Born June 28, was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Cohoon, 83, of Murray, died Friday. June 20, 2008, at 12:53
1924, she was the daughter of the late Dewey Lampkins Sr. and
Ruby Ezell Lampkins.
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital (ER).
She had retired from Murray State University after 23 years of
Survivors include three daughters, Peggy Hoke, Almo. Mary
Beth Imes and husband, Kenny. Murray, and Martha Miller and hus- service in the Graduate Admission Office. Prior to being employed
band, Ricky, Mayfield; eight grandchildren, Lisa Allison, Jena with Murray State, she traveled with her husband and family all
Flood, Molly Ross, Charles Hoke, John Imes, Matt Imes, Josh over the world due to Mr. Cohoon's military obligations. She was of
Miller and Heather Kohr; eight great-grandchildren. Mitch and the Baptist faith and a 1944 graduate of the former Murray Training
Lucas Morton, Elizabeth and Luke Imes, Maddie and Landon Ross, School.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Joe Nelson Cohoon,
Ethan Hoke and Will Imes.
who died in 1987, and two brothers, William Hunter Futrell and
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeJames Futrell. Born Sept. 27, 1924, in Murray, she was the daughments.
ter of the late Joe Futrell and Suella Evans Futrell.
Survivors include one daughter, Bonnie Higginson and husband,
Henry Russell Outland
The runeral for Henry Russell Outland wiil be Cliff, Murray; one son: Joe Max Cohoon, Washington, D.C.; two
Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock- sisters: Wilma Sims and husband, Joe Bob, and Virginia Brandon,
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. Michael both of Murray; three sisters-in-law, Jane Stokes and Sue Lovett and
Ridley and Rev. Dr. Joe O'Cull will officiate. husband, Lamon, all of Murray, and Thelma James, Hazel Park,
Mich.; one brother-in-law, Otis Cohoon and wife, Ann, Murray.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to
8 p.m today (Monday). Online condolences may Mrs. Ruth Calhoun
The funeral for Mrs. Ruth Calhoun will be today (Monday) at 2
be made to www.yorkftineralhome.com
p.m. in the chapel of Pine Rest Funeral Home, Foley, Ala. Burial
Mr. Outland, 76, Shannon Creek Drive, New
Concord, died Fnday, June 20, 2008, at 9:25 a.m. will follow in Pine Rest Memorial Park,
Mrs. Calhoun, 90, Fairhope, formerly of Murray, Ky.
, died
at his home.
Outland
He served two years in the United States Army Friday. June 20, 2008, in Fairhope.
She had retired as a teacher at Southwest Elementary School in
during the Korean Conflict and he then enlisted in
the United States Navy and retired with 20 years of Calloway County and was still a member of First Baptist Church.
service. He was a graduate of Murray Training Murray, Ky. Her husband. Paul Calhoun, preceded her in death.
School and was a member of Crocketts Creek Baptist Born Dec. 5, 1917 in Sedalia. Ky., she was the daughter of the late
Bernard and Lola Kesterson.
Church in Stewart County, Tenn.
Survivors include one son. B. Craig Calhoun and wife, Patti,
Preceding him in death were his wife, Ada Marie
Tampa, Fla.; four daughters, Debbie Calhoun. Fairhope, Sarah
Hooks Outland in 1986; one daughter, Lisa Gail Outland Owen; six
brothers, Earl Outland, Othel Outland, Elbert Lee Outland, John Calhoun Spivey and Tammie Calhoun Fleming and husband Mark.
Wiley Outland, Geoffrey Dale Outland and Sam Outland; three sis- all of Foley, Ala.. and Kathy Calhoun Trawick and husband, Steve,
ters, Ludic Louise Outland, Opal Crutcher and Robbie Moody. Born Suwanee, Ga.; 10 grandchildren, Brandon Spivey and wife,
Dec. 12, 1931, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Shannon, Teri Fleming and Jaki Fleming, all of Foley, Austin
Spivey Nunn and husband, Jason, Tega Cay, S.C., Jessica Spivey
Wiley Plentis (Tony) Outland and Nellie Dean Sills Outland.
Survivors include one son, Lloyd Christopher Stephen Outland Thorpe and husband, Brian, Loxley, Ala.. Paul Calhoun. Tampa,
and wife, June, Charleston, S.C.; three grandchildren, Lloyd Fla., Samantha Spivey-Duddy and husband, Ryan, Bon Secour,
Christopher Stephen Outland Jr., Bobby Russell Outland and Joshua Ala., David Calhoun, Tampa, Fla.. and Jackson Trawick and
Caleb Owen; two sisters, Velraa Judd Crutcher and Ann McQuade, Matthew Trawick, both of Suwanee. Ga..: three great-grandchilboth of Murray; one brother, James Gilbert Outland, Chicago, Ill.; dren, Devin and Dylan Sivey, Foley, and Raeleigh Duddy, Bon
former wife, Mary Bartee, New Concord; several nieces. nephews Sccour, Ala.; one sister, Virginia Pogue, Murray.
and cousins.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Don't Renew That CD!
Consider the following interest rate
on the J NCI' MAX XLsm annuity.

(as of 05'29418 and f,tiblect

to change)

-No tax on interest until withdrawn
•Minimum interest rate guarantees
•No front-end loads or annual fees
• Guaranteed retirement income option
Call your representative today!

JOHN McCONNELL
270-753-4199
This ate applies to the 1 -Year Interest Rate Guaranteed Penod (minimum
guaranteed Interest note Is 3.00%). Contract form number A610A la99 May not
be ava tab* in all states and state vanations may apply Annuities have !imitations
and restnctions, including withdrawal cirarOes For coets and oornp(ete
please contact your representative Tax deferral pliers no addibonal value if an
annuity is used to lurid a qualified plan such as a 401(10 or IRA, and may not be
availabie tie annuity is owned by a "non-natural person' such as a corporation or
certain types of trusts If the sum of withdrawals in a given contract year exceeds
15% of the accumulated value. the total amount withdrawn that contract year will be
sublecl to withdrawal charges WIthdreweis ere *pallet to 6-year declining
withdrawal charge schedule: 6%, 5%, 4%, 3%. 2%. 1%(subsequent Premium
may be restricted in some states) and on Sate,. Interest edjustrnera. Please
remember that a JNI. fixed annuity Is intended to he a long-terrh retirement vehicle
An annuity's earnings are taxable as ordinary income when withdrawn and. if taken
before age 59.. mey be subfect to a 10% federal tax penalty Guarantees are
backed by the Claims-paying ability of JNL and are not guariinteed by the FDIC
any other government agency

George Carlin mourned
as counterculture hero

LOS ANGELES (AP) Seven Words You Can Never
Say on Television. Some People
Are Stupid. Stuff. People I Can
Do Without.
George Carlin, who died of
heart failure Sunday at 71,
leaves behind not only a series
of memorable routines, but a
legal legacy: His most celebrated monologue, a frantic.
Mrs. Plume Monsen
No visitation or funeral service will be for Mrs. Ploma Norman. informed riff on those infamous
Burial will be in the Bethlehem Cemetery at a later date. Cremation seven words, led to a Supreme
took place at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory, Court decision on broadcasting
offensive language.
Benton.
The counterculture hero's
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brinhaven ot Benton
jokes also targeted things such
Long Term Care Facility, 503 George McClain Dr., Benton, KY as misplaced shame, religious
42025.
hypocrisy and linguistic quirks
Mrs Norman, 86, Benton, died Friday, June 20, 2008, at - why, he asked, do we drive
Britthaven of Benton Long Term Care.
on a parkway and park on a
Preceding her in death were her husband, Robert Norman, one driveway?
Carlin, who had a history of
son, Larry Cole, and her parents. Knox and Roena Myres Rose.
Survivors include one daughter, Jan Henderson, Mayfield; one heart trouble, went into St.
son, Steve Norman. Benton; seven grandchildren; eight great-grand- John's Health Center in Santa
Monica on Sunday afternoon
children; several nieces and nephews.
complaining of chest pain and
died later that evening, said his
publicist, Jeff Abraham. He had
performed as recently as last
weekend at the Orleans Casino
and Hotel in Las Vegas.
"He was a genius and I will
miss him dearly," jack Bums,
WEDNESDAY ONLY
who was the other half of a comedy duo with Carlin in the early
1960s. told The Associated
Press.
The actor Ben Stiller called
Carlin "a hugely influential
Add Drink for 99e
forte in stand-up comedy. He
had an amazing mind, and his
With Drink
humor was brave, and always
challenging us to look at ourselves and question our belief
systems, while being incredibly
Additional Cost For Meatballs
entertaining. He was one of the
greats."
Carlin constantly breached
the accepted boundaries of comedy and language, particularly
with his routine on the "Seven
Words" - all of which are
taboo on broadcast TV to this
day.
970 Chestnut Street • Murray
When he uttered all seven at
753-2975
a show in Milwaukee in 1972,
he was arrested on charges of
disturbing the peace, freed on
$150 bail and exonerated when
a Wisconsin judge dismissed the
case, saying it was indecent but
citing free speech and the lack
of any disturbance.
1H
When the words were later
played on a New York radio station, they resulted in a 1978
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Spaghetti Special

Medium Spaghetti

$2.97

Spaghetti

$4.95

hours when children might be
listening.
"So my name is a footnote in
American legal history, which
I'm perversely kind of proud
of," he told The Associated
Press earlier this year.
Despite his reputation as
irreverent.
unapologetically
Carlin was a television staple
through the decades, serving as
host of the "Saturday Night
Live" debut in 1975 -- noting
on his Web site that he was
"loaded on cocaine all week
long" - and appearing some
130 times on "The Tonight
Show."
He produced 23 comedy
albums, 14 HBO specials, three
books, a few TV shows and
appeared in several movies,
from his own comedy specials
to "Bill and Ted's Excellent
Adventure" in 1989 - a testament to his range from cerebral
satire and cultural commentary
to downright silliness (sometimes hitting all points in one
stroke).
"Why do they lock gas station bathrooms?" he once
mused. "Are they afraid someone will clean them?"
He won four Grammy
Awards for best spoken comedy
album and was nominated for
five Emmys. On Tuesday, it was
announced that Carlin was
being awarded the Ilth annual
Mark Twain Prize for Amencan
Humor, which will be presented
Nov. 10 in Washington and
broadcast on PBS.
Carlin started his career on
the traditional nightclub circuit
in a coat and tie, pairing with
Burns to spoof TV game shows,
news and movies. Perhaps in
spite of the outlaw soul,
"George was fairly conservative
when I met him," said Bums,
describing himself as the more
left-leaning of the two. It was a
degree of separation that would
reverse when they came upon
Lenny Bruce, the original shock
comic, in the early '60s.
"We were working in
Chicago, and we went to see
Lenny, and we were both blown
away," Burns said, recalling the
moment as the beginning of the
end for their collaboration if not
their close friendship. "It was an
epiphany for George. The comedy we were doing at the time
wasn't exactly groundbreaking,
and George knew then that he
wanted to go in a different direction."

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experreoce

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats

I B M ...-.-.-..- .....-....123.11 + 0.37
Call Today For An Appointment-I

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 6.-R1:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.444.1854
Ham: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F

Horne Office Lansing Michigan I wwwIril corn
sans,2.06. Cr,ee

AP

In a Feb. 28, 2007, file photo comedian George Carlin opens
the 13th annual U.S. Comedy Arts Festival at the Wheeler
Opera House in Aspen, Colo. A publicist for George Carlin
says the legendary comedian has died of heart failure at a
hospital in Santa Monica, Calif., Sunday.
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Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
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Assistance for veterans will
be given on Wednesday
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LadiesoframmeountryClub
the ladies of the Murray 1. . -Iritry Club will host the Meetsher-Guest Golf Tournament on Wednesday at 9 a.m at the.
club.
Winners of golf play on June II have been released by;
Betty Stewart, hostess, as follows:
Championship Flight - Natalie Doering. first. Betty Jo Pus,
dom, runner-up;
First Flight - Betty Stewart, first:
Second Flight - Barbara Gray and Marcia Beam tied for,
first;
Low putts - Marilyn Adkins;
Chip-in pot split by Bobby Lee and Marcia Beam.

Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in Ming
claims for state and federal benefits Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National
Guard Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure. regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, call
1-877-812-0840
e-mail
Or
ronold.mcclureOCky.gov. Walk-ins will be
assisted as time permits.

Ladiesof thellaks

By Jo Burkeen
Community

Photography club to meet

Editor

A new photography club will hold an organizational meeting Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Calloway County Extension office, 310 South 4th St., Murray. This is a club for photographers of all skill levels and
will concentrate its meetings on improving the ability for members to take outstanding photographs. If interested in participating call 753-1452 to reserve a seat.

Support group scheduled
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office for Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group on Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office in Murray. For information call 759-2373.

Alzheimer's Group will meet

provided
director of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County, spoke recently
to the Kiwanis Club of Murray about the upcoming events
such as the July 4th activities and the softball tournament to
be held later in July. Kiwanis meets every Thursday at Ryan's
at noon. For more information on Kiwanis contact Brenda
Call, 753-7870.
Photo

GUEST SPEAKER: Peggy Billington, executive

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play scramble
golf on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Jo Anne Auer will be hostess. Pairings will be made at the'
tee and you do not have to sign up for play.
Sherri Heeke will be hostess for individual play on Wednesday at 8:30 a.m.
Melonie Lowe, hostess, announced the follow scramble win:nets for Ladies Tuesday night golf play as follows
First place - Edwina Bucy, Carolyn Hargrove, Debra Boyle.
and Belinda Elliott for alternate shot format;
Second place - Sherri Boyd. Cathy Young, Lori Mathis and
Melonie Lowe for alternate shot format.

Barton-Vincent lecture on Nathan Bedford Forrest will be held

MHS Class of 1948 plans reunion

MAYFIELD. Ky. -- Four- western Kentuckians fought for
teen years ago. Dr. Jack Vin- the Confederacy, was the largest
cent and the late Lon Carter engagement in the western theBarton, Mayfield residents, atre to that time and signifiorganized an annual meeting cantly altered the regional baldealing with Nathan Bedford ance of power.
Forrest's military exploits durSmith, a seven-year veteran
ing the War Between the States. of the National Park Service,
These meetings were always currently teaches history at the
held near the anniversary of For- University of Tennessee at Marrest's birth and have progressed tin. His main area of interest
from small discussion groups and specialty is in the history
to larger attendance programs of Civil War battlefield preserwith notable speakers who were vation. A native of Mississipboth knowledgeable about For- pi. Smith received a bachel of
rest's military career and, in sev- arts and master of arts in
eral cases, who were also History from Ole Miss in 1996
authors of biographies on For- and 1997, respectively. He
rest.
received his Ph.D. from MisThis year. with the cooper- sissippi State University in
ation of Dr. Vincent, the Tilgh- 2001, studying under Dr. John
man-Beauregard Camp #1460, F. Marszalek. His major field
Sons of Confederate Veterans was Early United States His(SCV), will continue this tra- tory, with three minor fields
dition by sponsoring another in Moderrn United States Hisprogram featuring Dr. Timo- tory., Military History, and Latin
thy B. Smith, historian and Atnerican History.
professor, at 7 p.m. on TuesAdditionally. he is the author
day, July 8, at the Graves or co-author of several books
County Library on North 17th on Shiloh and related matters.
Street in Mayfield.
The University of Tennessee
Dr. Smith's lecture is titled Press published his first book,
"Forrest's Learning Experience "This Great Battlefield of
at Shiloh." This battle, in which Shiloh: History, Memory, and
many Graves Countians and the Establishment of a Civil War

Murray High School Class of 1948 will have its 60th reunion
on Friday, July 4, at 6 p.m. at Garden Gate Restaurant. For
reservations call 753-3270 by July I.

West receives degree from UK College of Health Sciences

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale,
LSW, at 762-1278.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

Farmers' Market now open
Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to I p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds,
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, III North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johns
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the CallciAlay County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-24(Y) or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W. at 762-1278.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or Angie Hutchings at
435-4614.

WIN Club will meet Tuesday
The Women Investing Now Club (WIN), Murray chapter,
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in room 155 of the Industry &
Technology building on the Murray State campus. The mission
of WIN, founded in 2001, is to invest in stocks, bonds and
other securities for the education and benefit of its members.
For information contact WIN President Linda Stockton at 7536839. Anyone is invited to this open meeting.

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Tommy Gale
West, son of W.P. West and the late Ann
West of Murray, was awarded a Doctor
of Physical Therapy from the University
of Kentucky College of Health Sciences
at the university-wide Commencement
May 4 and was honored at a special
recognition ceremony held the same day
in the UK Singletary Center for the Arts.
"The College of Health Sciences is a
strong academic institution because our pro-

grams are designed to iielp our students
gain the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
which prepare them to excel in the everchanging world of health care," said Dr.
Lori Gonzalez, UK College of Health
Sciences dean. "The class of 2008 is
destined to continue the tradition of excellence as clinicians, administrators, professionals, researchers and faculty members."
The College of Health Sciences edu-

Park as well as a study of the
home front in Civil War Mississippi.
Dr. Smith has also published.
in journals such as North and.
South, Civil War Times, Annals
of Iowa, Tennessee Historical,
Quarterly, West Tennessee His;.
torical Society Papers. Ency;
clopedia of the American Civil
War, America's Civil War, Journal of Mississippi History, and.
CRM: The Journal of Heritage .
Stewardship.
In addition to the 7 p.m.
lecture, Dr. Smith will be available for book signings at the
Mayfield-Graves County Commerce Center (Edana Locus)
from 3 to 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
July 8. Dr. Smith will have some
books available for sale. His
books may also be purchased
through local book outlets as
well as through Arnazon.com
or other internet sources.
The 411131is is.Nelcomed an0
encouraged to attend both these
events of historical significance
to the local community. For:
more information. contact
Tilghman-Beauregard
Camp
Commander Danny Potts at
(270) 376-290 I or (270) 9701427 (cell).

cates students in nine disciplines with 90
undergraduate students, 300 master's students, 60 clinical doctorate students and
40 Ph.D. students. Disciplines in the
college include: Athletic Training; Clinical Leadership and Management; Clinical Nutrition; Clinical and Reproductive
Sciences: Communication Sciences and.
Disorders. Physical Therapy. Physician.
Assistant Studies; Radiation Sciences: and
Rehabilitation Sciences Ph.D.

IhnlikeladiesGolf
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Karissa Hope Flowers
Jason and Rebekah Flowers of Mayfield are the parents of
a daughter. Karissa Hope Flowers, born on Tuesday, June 10,
2008, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 8 ounces and measured 18 I/4
inches. A brother is Titus Flowers and a sister is Taylor Rowers.
Grandparents are Richard and Sylvia Flowers of Sedalia and
Merton and Alice Marshall of Wayne, Neb.

Kenlake Ladies Golf League
played golf on June 18 at the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course
at the Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Winners were Mary Neale

Barton. Lisa Toon and Pat Beadles.
Interested lady golfers
invited to join the group
play on Wednesday at 9 ail,.
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"Sarah is going to market,
so we need to make room"...
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June 26th — June 28th

Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World:
•Competitive interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal

'
•

L.LC

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY

A Personal Care Home
r

Abilet

20% OFF On Almost
Everything Storewide
Extra Discounts on Retired
— "•-', including
Seaside Collection and Microtiber.

The rate' interest rate' for June is 4.4%
'This rate vanes monthly but is guaranteed to newt be less Son 35
inqurre about lock-in rates for I 5 YEWS

Barry Newsome
Shelia Crouse
Fiord Representative Field Ropmentativ•
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
lactase@ woodnutn.tom lamerrsornedr maw car

National Military Park" in
March 2004. His second book,
-Champion Hill: Decisive Battle for Vicksburg," came out
in August 2004 with Savas Beatie of New York and was a
selection of the History Book
Club and Military Book Club.
His third book. -The Untold
Story of Shiloh: The Battle
and the Battlefield," came out
in January 2006 from UT Press.
Additionally. Smith has
published an edited version,
along with Dr, Gary D. Joiner of Louisiana State University-Shreveport, of a 1966 Ph.D.
dissertation on the Battle of
Shiloh: "Shiloh and the Western Campaign of 1862." This
book was a main selection of
the History Book Club as well
as an alternate selection of the
Military and Book of the Month
clubs. Dr. Smith's fifth project, a history of the first five
national military parks preserved during. the 1890s. titled
"The Golden Age of Battlefield Preservation: The Establishment of America's First Five
Civil War Military Parks," came
out with UT Press in 2008.
He is currently working on a
history of Chickamauga and
Chattanooga National Military

•

Some items as low as 75% OFF!

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
We now offer short term

respite care.

•

WOODMEN".
°ffirWORLD
Woodmen os' the WorklLk Insuranco Sober,
Home Officb Omaha Nebraska
www woodmen oil

242 WOW R 06
•

•

University Square • 303 N. 12th St. • 759-2100
WWW vtritogopross.com
•
•
•

Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Ton Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Glada or LouJean
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Relief is daughter's response
to demanding mother's death
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LooklosBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of a
two cylinder 1912 Maxwell Messenger drawing the attention of
a
VISHOf
to the
Murray
Kiwania/WKYQ Car and Truck
Show at Calloway County Middle School. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David Blackburn.
"The Civil War" will be the
focus of Calloway County Public Library's "Freedom Is Not
Free" event
to be held on June 29.
Births reported include a boy
to Shalonda and Scottie Nance,
June 17: a girl to Timothy and
Julie Beagle and a girl to Damon
and Jacqueline Eastwood. June
18.
20 years ago
Preston Ty Holland of Murray, retired coach at Murray High
School. has been inducted into
the Kentucky High School Athletic Association Hall of Fame.
Published is a picture of Larry
Hale drilling warm season grasses on his farm.
Births reported include a boy
to Rhonda and Michael Kirk, June
16: a girl to Linda and Doug
Paschall. June 17: a girl to Dana
and Charles Bazzell. June 18; a
boy to Tammy and Donald Malray. June 19.
30 years ago
Ricky Cunningham. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham of
Murray. was the winner of the
1978 Kentucky Future Farmers
of Amenca Swine Impromptu
Speaking Contest at the recent
state FFA convention. He is president of Calloway County High
School Chapter of the FFA.
Published is a picture of Murray Police Department Sgt.
William (Bill) McDougal and a
circus clown displaying a sign
proclaiming Circus Time in Murray. The Big John Strong International Circus will appear for
two performances in Murray on

June 25. Proceeds will benefit
the local Murray Fraternal Order
of Police with McDougal as
president.
40 years ago
Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of the
Lynn Grove community, has been
named as Calloway County Dairy
Princess by the Callov.ay County Dairy Association.
George H. Ligon. Murray civic
leader and a member of the faculty of Murray State University. will be installed June 29 as
governor of Lions International
43K at the 51st annual Lions
national convention in Dallas.
Texas.
50 years ago
Jerry Shama senior at Murray Training School. was elected as national vice president of
Southern Region of Future Business Leaders of Amenca at the
convention held at St. Louis
Mo.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jot E. Emerson
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Newton Milam.
Elected as officers of Penny
Homemakers Club were Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, president; Mrs.
Jack Norswonhy. vice president:
Mrs. Richard Armstrong. secretary-treasurer.
60 years ago
Carmon Graham has resigned
as administrator of Murray Hospital. according to H.J. Fenton. president of board of the
hospital. Graham plans to return
to teaching.
The annual Calloway County Fair has been scheduled for
Aug. 18-20, but the site for the
fair will be announced at a later
date, according to he Fair Board.
Peggy Cash and Richard E.
Boggess were married June 21
at St. Joseph Catholic Church.
Mayfield.

DEAR ABB1.: My mother
was abusive When I was 11.
she thought it was "cute" to
set me up on a date with a
2I-year-old Marine on leave.
When I was IS. she told me
that if she had known she
could get an
abortion in
the '60s. I
wouldn't be
here.
Yod
get the picture.
Although
she had no
time for me
Dear Abby when I was
growing up,
By Abigail
after
her
Van Buren
husband
died
she
suddenly became clingy. She'd
call me at work at 8 a.m.
demanding that I drive 20 miles
on my lunch break to bring
her a pizza. (Due to obesity
and ill health, she was pretty
much housebound.)
She spent the last 18 months
of her life in a rest home. But
her demands became worse.
There were frantic phone calls
at 2 a.m, to come sit with her
because she was "lonely." When
I'd rush over. I'd find her sleeping. She called me four or
five times during the day, and
even more often in the evening.
I gritted my teeth and performed like the good daughter I thought I was. It was
infuriating to hear the doctors
and nurses say what a loving
mother she was, how proud
of me she was, blah. blah
Her death was a relief. I
still run into people who ask
about her, and when I tell
them she's gone, they ask how

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 23, the
174th day of 2008. There arc 191
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 23, 1868, Christopher
Latham Sholes received a patent
for his "Type-Writer."
On this date:
In 1757. forces of the East
India Co. led by Robert Clive
defeated troops loyal to the provincial governor of Bengal in the
Battle of Plassey. which effectively marked the beginning of British
colonial rule in India.
In 1836. Congress approved
the Deposit Act, which contained
a provision for turning over surplus federal revenue to the states.
In 1931, aviators Wiley Post
and Harold Gatty took off from
New York on a round-the-world
flight that lasted eight days and
15 hours

In 1938, the Cic 11 Aeronautics
Authonty was established.
In 1947. the Senate joined the
House in overriding President Truman's veto of the Taft-Hartley
Act, designed to limit the power
of organized labor.
In 1956. Gamal Abdel Nasser
was elected president of Egypt
In 1967. President Johnson and
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin held
the first of two meetings at Glassboro State College in New Jersey.
In 1969, Warren E. Burger was
sworn in as chief justice by the
man he was succeeding. Earl Warren.
In 1972, President Nixon and
White House chief of staff H.R.
Haldeman discussed a plan to use
the CIA to obstruct the FBI's Watergate investigation (Revelation of
the tape recording of this conversation sparked Nixon's resigna-

lion in 1974.)
In 1985. all 329 people aboard
an Air-India Boeing 747 were killed
when the plane crashed into the
Atlantic Ocean near Ireland. after
a bomb on board exploded.
Ten years ago: President Clinton said the reported discovery of
traces of deadly nerve gas on an
Iraqi missile warhead gave the
United States new ammunition to
maintain tough U.N. sanctions
against the Baghdad govemment.
Five years ago: A divided
Supreme Court. in a 5-4 decision.
allowed the nation's colleges and
universities to select students based
in part on race. The Supreme
Court said the gosernment could
require public libraries to equip
computers with anti-pornography
filters. Democrat Howard Dean formally announced his presidential
campaign.
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Brother's 'absences'
leave sisters worried

I'm holding up. How do I tell
them I'm fine? I haven't grieved
at all since her death a year
ago, nor do I feel sad The
only thing I feel sad about is
the fact that I don't feel sad!
I'm not an unfeeling person.
Your thoughts? -- FEELING
GUILTY IN SANTA ROSA,
CALIF.
DEAR
FEELING
GUILTY: Of course your mother's passing was a relief. How
could it not be? When people
ask how you're holding up,
you don't have to air the dirty
laundry. Tell them you are
managing, and that being without your mother is an "adjustment." (It's the truth.) As to
your not having cried over her
demise, it may be because you
know she's in a better place,
and you survived in spite of
her -- so stop feeling guilty.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have a disease. It's called "plan-itis." I
love planning card games, pool
parties, Halloween parties, etc.
I plan parties for our friends
and family to attend, or adult
parties to get together without
the kids.
I am married with two children and work full-time. I love
to throw get-togethers for any
occasion. If you want to be married in one week, I can plan
it and pull it off for you. Do
you think there is something
wrong with me? -- "PARTY"
GIRL IN OHIO
DEAR "PARTY" GIRL:
I sure don't! Your "disease"
would be more accurately
defined as a "talent." People
have turned that talent into
successful party-planning businesses. So why not turn what
you're already doing -- and
already good at -- into a side
business? You could be very
successful at it.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My Sisand I are concerned about our
75-year-old brother. He has nunor
mzmory loss. but it seems to have
gotten worse over the past year.
Dunng conversations, he simply
stops talking, gets a blank look
on his face for
a few seconds
then
and
starts talking
again about a
different subVery
ject.
often, he can't
find the right
words to say
or has trouDr. Gott
ble remernbenng certain
words. When
By
Dr. Peter Gott we try in a
subtle
way
mentioning this to him, he gets
very defensive and has even
accused us of thinking he can't
take care of himself.
We've said a few things to
his wife but don't want to discuss it too much with her anymore because she's a hypochondriac. She just goes to church,
falls down and says the Lord has
healed her. She is no help in this
situation, even though she's 10
years younger than our brother.
Do you have any suggestions
on how we can help him without alienating them both? Could
his problem be early -stage
Alzheimer's. medications or just
aging? He has diabetes, consults
several herbalists and takes herbs
that we think are questionable and
unnecessary.
I know this isn't giving you
enough information, but our main
concern is the blank looks, like
he's gone from us for a few seconds, and then snaps back like

nothing happened. Any information sou can give us will be greatly appreciated
DEAR READER: Your brothdar
s ea diagnosis
eer
mrar
n ;ec
physician,
hsihsouPril
have a complete record of his
medical history I recommend your
brother be referred to a neurologist as the next step.
While you mention diabetes
and medications, you don't indicate whether he is on something
for his diabetes or whether there
are other conditions that might have
a bearing on his situation.
11 he were on more than one
medication, the combination might
cause periods of confusion.
He is 75 and could have early.
stage dementia. Alzheimer's disease, epilepsy or similar seizure
disorder) or others. Dementia is
a deterioration of a mental state
with a variety of causes. Some
herbs can cause dementia-like
symptoms. Epilepsy may present
as a fleeting loss of conscious•
ness rather than seizure activity.
Lacking other symptoms. I believe
Parkinson's can be ruled out. As
you can see, a diagnosis must be
made.
Because of Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
rules, you probably will not be
able to discuss this with your
brother's physician.(You can write
a letter of concern and report his
symptoms, etc.). I suggest you
get your sister-in-law off the floor.
in a good frame of mind and
express your concerns. Perhaps you
can then accompany your brother to his next doctor's visit, where
you can speak freely with his physician. I am sure he will ultimately appreciate the caring position
you've taken.
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DEAR ABBY: Can you
please tell me what kind of
tree is usually' planted in honor
of someone's death? The
anniversary of my father's death
is approaching, and I would
like to honor him with a tree.
-- REMEMBERING HIM
DEAR REMEMBERING:
Where do you plan to plant
this tree? If it's the cemetery
where your father is buried,
you should ask if it's allowed
and what the preferences are.
If the reply is "anything goes,"
consider what tree best symbolizes your father. An oak
that bespeaks his strength? A
redwood or hardy pine to symbolize his stature in your life?
Or a weeping willow, as a
statement that he will always
be missed.
o
•••

This deal occurred in a match
between Swit/erland and Belgium at
the luropean championships some
years ago.
At both tables, the tinal contract
was six spades. and at both tables,
the contract was made. This, in itself,
is not so extraordinary in a team
match, but what lends interest to the
hand is that the play at each table wilS
of such a high order that each
declarer made 12 tricks in a hand
that, superficially at least, appeared
destined to go down one.
The Belgian declarer was Ebi
Polak, and the Swiss declarer was

James Patino. :the play followed
similar lines at the two tables.
West led a diamond, ruffed in
dummy. Ikelarer crossed to his hand
with a trump and led his singleton
heart.
If West had gone up with the ace
and returned a diamond, declarer
would ruff in dummy.. cash the king
of hearts, discarding a club, and then
ruff the nine of hearts. Since East's
queen would fall on the nine.
dummy's jack would become a trek
on which South could discard his
remaining club loser. Declarer would
thus make the slam.
But at each table, West played
low when the singleton heart was
led, both Wests hoping declarer
would guess wrong. However, both
Souths played the king, then riffled a
heart, ruffed a diamond and ruffed
another heart, felling East's queen.
They then crossed to dummy with a
trump and led the jack of hearts.
Last, out of hearts, discarded a diamond, and south, instead of ruffing
the heart, which would seem the natural thing to do, discarded a club.
So West scored his ace of hearts
alter all. hut hi: didn't enjoy it for
long. since he next either had to
return a club from the king or give
declarer a ruff-and-discard.
West did as well is he could when
he returned a loss club, but both
Souths played loss from dummy and
scored the queen to bring home a
well-dcsers ed slam.
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High
Five
BUSCH WINS 5TH
RACE OF YEAR
WITH VICTORY
IN SONOMA
By JENNA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer
SONOMA. Calif. (AP) —
The swagger had vanished, and
the cocky confidence went with
it. A two-week slump sent Kyle
Busch spiraling into crankiness
despite his hold atop the points
standings.
With a win Sunday at Infineon Raceway, his mood instantly lifted.
Busch snapped his minislump by racing to his first
Sprint Cup Series win on a
road course with a Toyota that
was so bad during practice he
was certain he'd wreck. Instead,
he made his series-high fifth visit
to Victory Lane this season.
"I'm not happy unless I am
winning, to be honest. I am a
miserable person.- he said. "But
it means a lot to be able to
run well and win. I'm a moody
person, I guess. All of us drivers are when we're not having
a good day. But when you have
a good day and win races, it's
kind of 'Sun's up.' "
Busch, who had a poor qualifying run and started 30th.
steadily moved through the field
and grabbed the lead away from
defending race winner Juan
Pablo Montoya on an early
restart. Nobody came close to
taking the lead from him the
rest of the way. but he did
have to hold off a pair of challenges on two late restarts.
It was Busch's Ilth overall
victory this season spanning all
three of NASCAR's top series.
It also was his second road
course victory of the year, following a Nationwide Series win
in Mexico City in April.
Busch celebrated with his
traditional smoky burnout, then
climbed from his car for his
customary bow to the crowd.
For once, the fans were cheering the driver they so famously love to hate.
"I am really impressed with
Kyle." said third-place finisher
Jeff Gordon, his former teammate. -I've been around him,
and I didn't think he's a really good road racer. So I think
you've got to give that guy a
lot of credit for his talent. To
be able to get their car up
front and maintain the position
... 1 would not have bet on
that.
"Obviously, he's maturing
and learning and that's what
it's going to take for him to
maintain that points lead."
Busch and his Joe Gibbs
Racing crew had to wrestle
with his Toyota to make it
comfortable for Busch. The team
made a slew of changes following Friday and Saturday's
practice sessions. but Busch
still wasn't pleased as the start
of the race approached.
"I'm not a very happy person right now," he said as he
walked into the pre-race driver meeting.
That obviously changed as
he charged through the field,
settling down enough to inquire
while leading what kind of food
there would be on the plane
ride home

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

(Top left) Calloway County's Austin Lilly attempts to dnbble past a Waltonville (Ill.) defender during Fnday action at Billy Kennedy's Basketball Team Camp held at the Regional Special Events Center. (Top right) Derek Solomon shoots over a Waltonville defender. (Bottom
left) Murray's Jarvae Langford goes skyward for a layup during the Tigers' game against McCluer South-Berkeley (Mo.) at the Murray State
camp on Friday. The camp featured 45 high school squads. (Bottom right) Chastin Sheppard maneuvers past a McCluer South-Berkeley
defender to put
this shot.

up

BOSTON 5,ST. LOUIS 3

Home run makes Red Sox walkoff winners
REDBIRDS FALL TO
BOSTON IN EXTRA
INNINGS SUNDAY

BEN MARGOT ! AP
Kyle Busch toasts his victory in the Sprint Cup Toyota/Save Mart 350 auto race
at Infineon Raceway Sunday in Sonoma. Calif.

BOSTON (AP) -- What the Boston
Red Sox couldn't get done with doubles they did with the long ball.
After leading off the 10th, 11th and
12th innings with doubles and failing
to score, Kevin Youkilis hit a two-run
home run off of Mike Parisi in the
bottom of the 13th inning to lift the
Boston Red Sox to a 5-3 victory over
the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
"I knew I hit it really well and I
thought it would get out but you never
know here sometimes," Youkilis said.
"You can't beat it. I think it was even
more exciting when you have a 13-inning
game. You just want to get out of

Up Next
St. Louis at Detroit
When Tuesday, 6 05 p m
Where C,ornence Park Cetnot. Ned)
Probable Starters* loops,(8-5) vs Rogers (5-4)

here. That always makes it a lot better of a home run.Mike Lowell led off the inning with
a single off Parisi (0-3) before Youkilis hit Parisi's 3-1 offering over the
left-field wall. It was Youkilis's second homer of the game.
"When you get in one of those
games — at least when you're playing at home -- you always feel like
you have the last at-hat." Red Sox
manager Terry Francona said. "We led
three innings off with doubles, start
the runner on second (and) couldn't
score. Maybe that's what it takes is somebody running the ball out of the ballpark.-

WINSLOW TOWNSON / AP
St. Louis players lean on the dugout railing dunng extra innings of their
5-3 loss in 13 innings to Boston Sunday at Fenway Park.
The Red Sox avoided being swept
in a series at home for the first time
since losing two contests to the Blue
Jays last April.
The Cardinals had a chance to take

the lead in the top of the 13th oft
Javier Lope?. (2-0). but Chris Duncan
was thrown out at home plate by Red
Sox right fielder J.D. Drew trying to
score on Adam Kennedy's base hit.
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IMBLEDON

Federer has
straight-sets
win Monday
WIMBLEDON,
England
I AP) -- Roger Federer has
opened his bid for a sixth consecutive Wimbledon title with
a 6-3, 6-2, 6-2 win over Slovakia's Dominik Hrbaty.
Federer won the first eight
points Monday to set the tone
in the opening match on Centre Court against his former doubles partner and dominated
throughout the I -hour. 19minute match.
Federer extended his winning
streak .on grass to 60 matches. He has not dropped a service game on grass this season.
including his title run at Halle.
Germany.

Serena reaches
Wimbledon's
second round
WIMBLEDON.
England
(AP) - Two-time champion
Serena Williams has opened
her Wimbledon campaign with
a 7-5, 6-3 win over Estonia's
Kaia Kanepi in the opening
match on Court I.
Williams. whose Wimbledon
wins in 2002 and '03 are among
her seven major titles, fended
off five break point chances
in the first set Monday and
convened on her only opportunity on set point when French
Open. quarterfinalist Kanepi
double faulted.
Williams, seeded sixth, broke
Kanepi's serve once in the secunit set and served out at love.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Donnie Winchester aced No. 16 at Miller Memorial Golf Course on Saturday.
His first hole in one was hit using a 7-iron from 146 yards. The shot was witnessed by former Murray State University basketball coach Tevester Anderson
and David Young.

CCMS student captures
three championships
O'BRYAN BRINGS HOME THREE BUCKLES FROM
KENTUCKY JUNIOR RODEO STATE FINALS
Staff Report
Hannah Rose O'Bryan, 13, recently competed in the Kentucky Junior Rodeo/Wrangler
Junior Rodeo State Finals held in Sturgis, capturing three first-place championships.
O'Bryan. an all-A honor student at Calloway
County Middle School. earned a position on
the Kentucky Wrangler Junior High rodeo team
and will be traveling to Gallup. N.M., from
June 30-July 5 to compete in the 4th National Wrangler Junior High finals in the barrel
racing. goat tying and calf roping (breakaway)
events.
Featuring more than 1,000 contestants from
47 states, Canadian provinces and Australia.
the Wrangler Junior High Finals is the world's

VITA Tow Money Lesciera
By The Aseocisted Press
Through June 21
1 An Ivenovic
152 484.858
$1 890.650
2 Mans Sharapova
$1.444.995
3 Jolene Jankomc
$1215358
4 Dram Satins
$1 157 486
5 SWIM W.1111Ti
6 Svellene Kurneisova $986.700
$766,217
7 Elena Dernenaeva
S706,124
8 Vera Zvonareva
9 Agnieszka Rai:Manske $838,706
10 Mabel Medina Garngues$508.924
11 Vidor* Amrenke
$492.283
$461 991
12 Katartne Srebotnik
$458.470
13 Justine Honk,
$444,727
14 Alone Bonrlarenkc
15 Daniels Hantuchova
$421 843
6408.092
16 Patty Schnyder
17 Kateryna Bond/nook° $406 114
6385.142
18. Sugiyame
$383.201
19 Venus Williams
20 Virginia Ruano Pascua6372,282
21 Francesca Schiavone $361.994
$334,528
22. Anna Chakvetedze
23 Shahar Peer
6333.333
24 Mize Come!
5310.430
$305.900
25 Caroline Wozniacki
28 Cara Black
$299328
27 bezel Hobe:
6298,019
$294,277
28 Casey Dellacqua
29 Kale Kanep
$293 702
30 Agnes Szavay
$276.0136
31 Flevia Pennetta
1273.954
n221'engJ.e
$262.244
33 Nadia Petrova
6254.530
6253.857
34. Dominika Cibulkova
35 Mane Kintenko
5253.027
36 Van Zi
$252.793
37 Chan Yung-an
$232.778
38 Elena Vesnina
6229,156
39 Arne* Mauresmc
$221.304
40 Li Na
$216,417
41 Carta Suarez Navarro $209,070
42 Olga Govonsova
$204.781
43 Sybille Bammer
$203,548
44 Lindsay Dovenpon
5201.522
$199277
45 Marion Bartok
46 Moab Vaidisova
$188932
47 Kveta Peschke
$186.295
48 Pang Shuai
$178.464
49 Kann Knapp
$175.965
50 Virgin* Razzano
6166,973

ATP Money Le•ders
By The Associated Press
Through June 21
1 Rafael Naclal
$4 003.949
$3.216,781
2 Novak DK:envie
$2,272,903
3 Roger Federer
$1.374,097
4 Widely Davydenko
6919.682
5 David Ferrer
$797.506
6 Jo-Waffled Tsoiga
7 Andy Rodent.*
$777.462
$731 721
8 Nicolas AJmagrc
$713.936
9 Micheet Llocka
St.f2 244
10 Stanislas Vilaivrinka
5885.481
11 James Stake
12 Robin Soderting
$627 022
13 Andy Murray
$613,368
14 Mikhail Youzhny
$609,524
$560,479
15 Gael Monies
16 Fernando Gonzalez
$526.275
17 igor Andreev
6512.342
$510.669
18 Tommy Robredo
19 Mandy Fish
5507.333
$503.580
20 Drnitry Tursunov
$491.550
21 David Nalhanchan
22 Philipp Kohischreber 6481 862
$472 069
23 Radek Stepanek
24 Luis Horne
$464.525
$462.151
25 Tomas Berdych
6439,706
26 Fernando Verdasco
$437,723
27 Ivan bubroc
$431,826
28 Ivo Karlovic
6425.250
29 Jarkko Niemirien
$419,804
30 Paul-Henn Mathieu
31 Simone Bolen.
$416.579
32 Andreas Seppi
$476.388
$413,991
33 Juan Monaco
$389.278
34 Nenaci Zirnooyc
S368.481
35 Daniel Nestor
$387,297
36 Gales Simon
Benneteau
Julien
$373 403
37
1372.788
38 Bob Bryan
6372.788
39 Mike Bryan
$368.734
40 Feliciano Lopez
41 Pablo Cuevas
6362238
S359.621
42 Jonattan Erlich
42 Andy Ram
6359.621
44 Thomas Johansson
6359,149
45 Janko lipsarevic
6353,746
46 Richard Gasguel
$348,205
47 Steve Darcis
$340,592
49 Sam Ouerrey
5336 732
49 Mario Ancic
$335.453
$325.413
50 Emests Gutbis

largest junior high rodeo. In addition to competing for more than $50,000 in collega scholarships and the chance to be named the Wrangler Junior High Finals Rodeo National Champion.
To earn this title, contestants must finish in
the top 15 after two go-rounds of intense competition before advancing on to Saturday's final
championship performance. Again, this year.
the Saturday championship performance will
be televised nationally as a part of the "20X
Rodeo High" telecast series. To follow Hannah
at the WJHFR, visit the Wrangler Division's
Web site daily for complete results at
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados including two matches in 2000.
www.nhsra.org.
-This was an opportunity to
Hannah is the daughter of Ernie and Lau- (AP) -- After routing Barbados at home, the United States use different players and it is
rie O'Bryan of Almo.
managed only a slim victory important to get some young
on the road.
players experience. We had the
Already ahead by eight goals confidence that we were strong
in the home-and-hdme. total- enough defensively that we
goals series, the Americans would hold together to get the
advanced to the regional semi- win," U.S. coach Bob Bradley
finals of qualifying for the 2010 said. "Barbados deserves a great
World Cup with a listless 1-0 deal of credit for the mentaliwin victory Sunday.
ty that they brought to the pitch
Eddie Lewis scored in the today. From the start they played
21st minute off a through ball aggressively and tried to push
from 19-year-old Freddy Adu. the game more."
who started his first World Cup
Seeking their sixth straight
qualifier.
World Cup berth, the Ameri"We knew it wasn't going cans will be in a semifinal
to be a game of a lot of goals," group with Cuba. Guatemala.
said Lewis, who served as U.S. and Trinidad and Tobago. The
captain. "Barbados came out top two teams advance to next
with a good mentality, and we year's regional finals, which
knew if we were just patient will produce three World Cup
and controlled the game, that qualifiers and fourth team that
the goal would come."
goes to a playoff against the
Lewis took the pass and put No. 5 nation in South Amerithe ball through the legs of ca for another berth.
goalkeeper Alvin Rouse from
The United States opens the
8 yards for his 10th goal in regional semifinals on Aug. 20
80 international appearances.
at Guatemala. then plays Sept.
The United States advanced 6 or 7 at Cuba. the first match
on 9-0 aggregate following the there for the U.S. soccer team.
photo provided
Hannah Rose O'Bryan poses with her horse after winning three first-place champi- big win at Carson. Calif.. on The first Amei ican home game
June IS. The U.S. has outscored is Sept. 10 against Trinidad and
onships at the Kentucky Junior RodeoANrangler Junior Rodeo State Finals. She will
Barbados 20-0 in four meet- Tobago at Bridgewater. Ill.
compete in the Wrangler Junior High Finals in Gallup, N.M., June 30-July 5.
ings, all World Cup qualifiers.

US moves to regional semis
of World Cup qualifying
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Murray, Kentucky's
1
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist
There are reasons why so many people
purchase their hearing aids from Michael Stone.

Experience-Excellence-Integrity

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Mr. Stone and find
out if a hearing aid will help.

Call today and schedule
your hearing test.
270453-8055
or toll free1-800-A949-5728

Hot Dawgs
FRESNO STATE SETS
UP CHAMPIONSHIP
WITH GEORGIA
OMAHA. Neb.(AP)-Fresno State's improbable postseason run will end with the Bulldogs playing for a national
championship.
Tommy Mendonca drove in
four runs. Clayton Allison came
back from a shoulder ailment
to allow one run over six
innings, and the Bulldogs defeated North Carolina 6-1 to win
their bracket in the College
World Series on Sunday night.
Fresno State(45-30) will play

Mr. Stone is a nationally recognized, board
certified hearing instrument specialist. He has
served on the Better Hearing Institute in
Washington, D.C., the National Institute for
Hearing Instrument Studies, the National
Board for Certification in Hearing Instrument
Science, and has served as President of
the International Hearing Society.

WANTED
STONE-LANG CO.
Reartng Ishabillitatien
210 South 12th Street • Murray

C
may be

CWS FINALS

INEXPERIENCED
AND EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS AND
OWNER-OPERATORS
FOR MULTIPLE
DRIVING POSITIONS

Georgia (44-23-1) in the bestof-three championship series
starting Monday. North Carolina (54-14), the No. 2 national seed and CWS runner-up the
past two years, was denied a
third straight appearance in the
finals.
Fresno is the first No. 4
regional seed to make the CWS
and joins clubs such as Eastern Michigan in 1976, Wichita State in 1982 and Pepperdine in 1992 as surprise finalists.
Georgia. on the other hand,
is the first team to bounce back
from a losing season to reach
the CWS finals the following
STABLE COMPANY
GREAT PAY AND BENEFITS
DR WING SCHOOL GRADUATES
ENCOURAGED TO APPLY
c_atl 1-600-14-PAIDE

,
t team MOO "
www schneiderjobs rnrn

inomi
Sanflamo
DER.

year.
Neither has an overly impressive record and no team with
more than 23 losses has ever _
won a national title. That could
change this year.
Fresno State's journey has
been anything but smooth.
The Bulldogs have made it
through the postseason without
ace Tanner Scheppers. a second-round pick by Pittsburgh'
who is out with a slight rotator cuff tear.
1015111 S LINEUP SPONSORED 6T
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COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Wortd Senes championship
senes game 1 Georgia on Fresno
State at Omaha Neb
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC - CVS Caremark Chanty
Classic lest round at Barrington R
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
Anions at Boston
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ORDr Murray Ledger & Times will be
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$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidel

96.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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To Place tour Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by out office st 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

DAYLILIES are In
bloom' Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd.,
Murray. Wed-Sat 9005,00 or by appt.
270-227-0460.
NOW forming Mon.
night 6 bah league Cat
759-9303 or inquire at
Brea/dime &lards.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Is
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lest ane Fame
LOST: Boston Terrier
South 15th St.
Answers to name
753-0469

BEST Western now
hinng Front Desk staff
& part-time night audit,
experience preferred.
Apply in person. No
phone calls please.
CAMPUS Suites of
Murray- New student
housing communityseeking
part time
Housekeeper. Apply in
person at 1421 N 16th
Street; (270)767-1818;
kl-F 10am-4pm. EOE.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted'. sectton
fico,
webpage at
niurraYledger cum.
you will be redirected
ycksnetwork corn
Bs default
Moira,
. and local job
listings will appear Oct
this wetwile
However. as a national
website. not all listing,
on the tobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murras Ledger
& Time, Please call
us if yOU have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

IP-bo [ wiwa L www
EXPERIENCED
Sheetmetal Mechanics
needed for local HVAC
company. Tools
required Salary based
on experience
Company benefits are.:
retirement package
Send resume or pick
up
application
at
Randy Thornton Co..
Inc. 802 Chestnut
Street Murray, KY, No
phone calls please

' UN/TED STATES
NAVY
Some benefits of the
United States Navy
•Up to $70,000 toward
your education or 4
year scholarships.
•Up to $65,000 for college debt.
•30 days vacation with
pay each year.
*Housing and food
allowances.
•Free medical and
denial
•Travel the globe- Far
East. Europe, Australia
For more information
cat 1-800-777-6289 or
Ipt_stlouisecnrc.navy.
mil

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Cre•coray County Propene in
Mornay has an cowing tor
in OINce Memoir and a
CleriCal p.310110n Must hir.
•stood allilude and office
wadi experience The Wei
rob you eSi ever hare we
socoSont pay and barlests
Mew call 1270)753-7485

Murray
WEEKEND
Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class $320 DP. $44
weekly through Nov
1st Murray Chamber
Commerce, 9-12 2702 2 3 - 0 7 8 9
delorseadams0 yahoo
CORI

Limousines & Vans

• injection Mold Technicians

PH KW" 41- ii:_:._;41010,41841ORItR
Alarm. KY on
im5-1174711
,
if/47504m
All()mom

TOM'S Grille is now
hiring for dishwashers,
hussars, and exp.
cooks. Apply in person
from 11:00-2:00.

Einnhaven of Benton is currently accepting appli,ations for LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State ,t Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S !knee. KY 42025 EOE/AAF NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

linnhasen ot Benton is current's accepting applications tor qualified persons who would like to become
a Certified Nursing Assistant For a rewarding career
in the nursing profession apply in person at
Bnahaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benion,
42025 EOEJAAE No phone calls please

TraorportatIon • Airport *MAC!

We offer a competitive salary and excellent company paid benefits package
including medical, dental, vision, 401(k), and profit sharing

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare doem not pay 81.024 nn Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for more informaticn

ertified Driven

:40111

PREI HELP IN CLAM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Please send resume to:

LETICA CORPORATION
do Chris Pane, HR Manager
191 Industrial Park Drive, Futton, KY 42041
FAX: 270-472-3886
EOE 141/FIDN
I.

I

MURRAY-C.ALLOWAY
COUNTY

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

HOSPITAL

Taking healthaur new places.

- PREPLANNING -Dallas Willoughby
P•r-Arrangernent Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

090
Needle iOffkleere

wail.••••••Mor
ul•••■••••=or

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270
759-9553, 753-9006.
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

Lock in pnce, single pay or
payment plan
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsmaulKeren Isaacs, Orontes

Director of Facilities
Murray Calloway County Hospital has an opening
for a Director of Facilities
The incumbent wilt have responsibility for the
ina_nagement and operations of Maintenance.
Security and Biomedical services Directs and
coordinates activities related to maintenance. pre
ventive maintenance, repair and security of the
huildings, grounds, utilities, support systems, safety
program and construction activities.
Oualificatioos
Bachelor's degree in a technical and/or business
discipline required
Requires three to five years of supervisory experience
Requires prior experience in the cruuntenance ot
facility structures/surfaces and operation of hospital
utility systems and equipment
Requires a comprehensive understanding of codes
and regulations associated with hospital maintenance and operations including the requirements of
the 2CAI-10. OSHA and other federal, state and
local agencies
Assist with ongoing major hospital expansion project
MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation an/
benefits package

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Email: !Holey @mumyhospitalorg

'I

ri3t

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

Fax: 270-762-1905
Apply on-line:
www.murrayhospitaLorg
EOE

NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drivo4n, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calla.
WATER front resort
has PT/FT opening in
general maintenance
and grounds care. 4362345.
MAJOR TRANSITS,
MURRAY, KY TAKING
applications for OTR
drivers. 270-761-3912
IT SeMor Security
Analyst for the
University of
Tennessee Martin
Information Security
Office. Pay Grade
4142, DOE&O.
Bachelor's degree
required in Computer
Science, MIS.
Engineering, or a
related technical field
or equivalent workrelated experience.
The candidate Mad
have experience in the
following areas corneder and network
security principles and
their implementation,
firewall installation arid
management practices, vulnerability
assessment and penetration testing software
and techniques.
UnixAinux and
Windows operating

TIMM

LIKE new 2003 Dr
Chipper. 16hp. towable Used tyr b/c of
illness. $1600.
435-4428.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
Panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's
Best
XBFi
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567

Aides
For Sala

systems, understanding of networking technologies with an
emphasis in TCP/IP &
Internet protocols.
The following experience is preferred:
CiS00 10/100/1000
switches, routers, and
firewalts, incident
response fundamentals including forensic
analysis, and working
ass team in building a
collaborative environment. All security certifications considered a
plus. Apra), with cover
letter, resume, and
three references to
The University of
Tennessee
IT - Business Office
Kingston Pike Building
2309 Kingston Pike
Room 132L
Knoxville. TN 379%1712
Attn: Pat Mack

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Companion
Deluxe
inside
Package
Chapel Opening and
closing tee included.
(479)244-5968
FOR
SALE:
COMMERCIAL
Embroidery machine
SWF1201C,
extra
hoops including jacket
back hoop, cap hoops
extra threads Used
very lithe. Like new.
$7,500 for all 270-4374697 after 5.00pm
GO-CART, 6 HP, runs
great. $550. 436-6074
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

MSit It NI
F cur repair
(2703) 739-4593
e

—
--TILT-BACK stationary
table
massage
Excellent
condition
$450.(270) 293-8276
DIRT
ai DADDY'S

TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terrell fidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPL1ANcES
WARD MONS

(270 753-1713

Need furniture?
We sell new & used.

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
seeking
Student
emloyment after factory lay-off Experience
in
research/writing.
Knowiegeable in computers,
electronics
Chock learner. Reliable
270-305-3785

HOT 11.181 Great condition- kept indoors.
Includes top & steps.
227-4139,

1 47 111

,,t11

,
'4111 ikpoot:
111111i 41119i
r

1,4

4111111F"
3-'
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Artides
For Sale

A

WINN

LPN/RN needed for
busy medical practice.
Pediatric expensnce
helpful. Send resume
to. 300 S. 8th St Suite
203East. Murray, KY
42071

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deduct:hies?

ruimoatun

PRIOR EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

int 142 or Num.
wvanwyck dcgas corn

JANITORIAL/HOUSEKEEPER opening in
Murray area. Benefits
include medical, 401K
holiday & vacation pay
Fax resume to
270-444-0389

INSURANCE

ltabp(6'st

Letts Corporation in Fulton, a three shift operation and leading
plastic/paper packaging manufacturer, is seeking motivated individuals to
join our team at our Fulton, KY location in the following position

To apply, send resume to

or 14100474-4427
DO you by. world's')
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you' Full time and
pan time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St,
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Complete Formal Wear Heardersarters
ieCalaPC•ar.sricirsi

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.
FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking individual with outgoing
personality to generate
leads close sales, and
train on PowerClairn
software solutions.
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission; benefits
include healthAite/den
tal insurance. retirement, 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
year college
required and sales
exporter-ice preferred.
Email resumes to candice0powerclium.00m

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOM1

2 H Fermat! Tractor, 1
C Fermat'. DC Case
loft dual will tractor
436-2754 after 4prr?

Wedding pianist.
489-2869

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY .42071
270-753-8556

Homes For Sals

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

• 'OWN E R Finance'"
38R. 2BA. -ear lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd , New
Concord.
$3,950
$495/month
down,
Bonnie Byerty Brae,
(270)752-0729

One and Tikti Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applicaduns

C:tOffice Hours 8 a.m. -12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

14X70 28R, 2BA, nice
mseae. $4,000 OBO
293-0042
759-1154
1999 Sunshine 18X80,
3 BR, 2 BA, vinyl siding, appliances, nice.
489-2525

lenses Far fleet

Reeky & Restal
Rental Procerry &
Pmparty Management
Services eyelid:4e

Ca2 761-7335
lawn I coransonereafty con
2 BR Doublevode
5350/month + deposit.
497 Post Oak Dove,
Murray. (270)873-8229
2 BR on 1 acre lot,
newly painted, very
clean,
yard
work
,ncluded. No inside
pets, ref. required.
deposit.
$325mo
270-623-6314 or 270994-9158.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1 -800-648-6056

2 BR, I BA, new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors, close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets 711 Payne St
$475 per month
270-293-3710

Reran
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

4BR. $295. 753-6012

a

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

Fa Asa
2BR duplex nice.
apoirances furnished. Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
28R& 38R apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

subscribe to the

AIURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Heine Deavery
1Lecell Mel
Camp
3me. —.2311AS
3
mi.
--WM
6 ame. —MAO
1 yr.-9195.0 4 am --WAD
1 yr. —......1116.11111

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer 'dryer,
oven/stove. dishwasher and refrigerator
C/H/A
Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouse 5
(270)348-0458
384BR 28A available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9896
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898.
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs.
water paid. available
now, no pets.
$260/ma 753-5980

Reel et KY/TN
Matra,& lortwoomi

Al Oilier Man
Subscriptions
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14hurry Lads& & Tam fair
Illerias Ad Neat*
All les as* advettled herein
Call 7,53-.5606
S abed to the Federal Fs;
Act with saki it
she*" wet Mx,
Maim or illoasemlirsd at mak ides sew leek* Waal
milial orglis or law 07 Ford Expedition
ask siny
XLT, 22K miles, like
et
new Asking $17.500
Isms Wild ilisarisiananiir, 0130. 753-9508
um dealt wild or adverwns
ol real nate bawl on faces, e 89 Suzuki Sidekick
ooditissa *ley preir:ted 4x4, 4 cylinder, $1,650
under Waalles
obo 270-293-5106.
Rik we theeriesly acrept an,
fee mil estate Much
ret
die low AB
Wel Cais
ialliop
hilat
s2seand
ilimas
ed
at at equal opportu.

Hon
OSC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. 4 p m. M-F

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
deaning, hauloig. etc
Insured.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
ALL Carpentry
Remooging. additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage. tile &
hardwood floors 30
yre exp Larry Niminc
753-2353 753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck van Buren

\

Hi.os..

-5i1.11;11 I

•

KFY MINI
WARE.HOUSE

1.13p sr

tt
Eittieray. hN

forber aiesistance with Fay
Advertent% requireContact NAA Counsel
Rene P Mliii,.(703)6.61COD

•

33I
Jat RENTA
Wel-STORAGE
721 S.4TH ST.
orates( in S. a Giopolalls,
10X141$25 Iex15
(270) 436-2524
(270) 2034966
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.insicie climate control
storage
•Secuerty Maimed
•Sats & clean
•We sell boxes!
•Ves rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Lentifto-Nwi

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
/H. Churchill.
753-3119.
OFFICE or retail spare
available Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
SHOP for rent Catl
Drs. 759-4104,
293-1313.
SHOPS
40'x48',
40'x40', gas heat, insulated„ 12 rt walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Gail
Carlos Black
270-436-2935.
&Blobs
AKC Registered
Chocolate Lab pups,
born Mtn 13th, 1st
shots & wormed
$150.00. 437-4472
DOG Obedlenoe.
436-2858.
SHIKTZU
puppies
AKC, shots, wormed.
$300-$350. 2 boys
needy now. Boys & girls
available August 3rd.
Reserve your baby
now. (270)251-0310
evenings
In-colored Potpie puppies for sale. Some 12
weeks old, some 8
weeks old. Males and
females. Good hunting
line Call 270-2936454 for more into,
Ind& tapplies
5 yr old TN walking
horse, mare, 14.1
hands black. very
pretty diii0 safe lots
of trail experience
$1500. 270-227-9020.
7 yew old Tennessee
Walking horse, gelding,
very
gentle
$1,000. 270-816-2011
CUSTOM baling.
straw & grass hay in
big square bales.
3x2x8.(615)542-4036
er Lase

WOULD like to lases
smell plot of hunting
land. New to state.
270-970-1526,
270-753-43893

For sale: 3 BR, 1 BA
bnck home. East side
of Murray
270-227-2162.
FS430: Corner Lot d27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivisior,..
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd..
Atkins Way, Murray.
532,000 obo
270-759-4209.

I

•‘N. I S
.1-

A 1-1.44.1144.....
ON), I N%

BRANDON S Outdoor
SeIVIC111
Mowing, yara cleanup, shrubs, hush hOggng, tilling, mulch.
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00
(270)436-5277

Calhoon Construction, LLC
II \II .

\

\

*eddy &special
locally ow roat'operMAI
759415i • 20327114

11$0114.1714
Goanitiere
%rags Nortank*
tapes

creeir

"'

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

-5101 Si lit
753 8087

COME see Ufa 2
Shopping on tine
ate, choose from
800 FLOWERS, Dell
Computers,
Overstocked.com,
Walmart atrordabl,
mortgage arid he,
care. Start a busiret..
go to iiwnv comecus2.com

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR

I g81 Lowe Serl,ice

24

T 1.) IN I NI

C)

iEoki4INfitooirral
• OisoP
•Is Gordian Ryer • Engine Rebuild%
• 11stiele Wats•Rosa* Aesatanc•
ALL THE LATEST 53J1W.E*:24 NOUP SERVICE

JOE. 6 10[15

800 Chestnut St. • Mut ray, Li
2 70- 767 - 1 77 3

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng
•Vinyl siding
Home Impreyerne
(270)978-2111
L icensed/InSWV.0
nadsauconstrucbon net

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel. pea

'
gravel, large wash rock din and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd , then take a right
on Hopkins Rd

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firew000. Insured.
481.-2839.

Wee
2006 Nissan Mime
I •
TRENCHING
2.5S, special edition,
t
Free kittens, mama is
731-782-3951
Family owned & operated
dark blue, cloth interior,
/weep
bobtailed, kittens are
271)293-5624
731-336-5288
electnc window and
not.489-2440
door locks, automatic
38 Acres on Graves
in floor. 26K, one
Canoway WM, 1 WO
owner. $15,000.
iv
sq. ft. house, 2,400 sq. 436-6074.
rt. shop $315.000
BIRTHDAY
for not being said. Tonight: Paint the others might not. Be wiliing to intent is different. This peisor
05 Chyreler 300C HAPPY
(402)206-8004 or
town red.
explain But if fatigue plays a expresses his or her caring in a
Thesday, June 24, 2008:
loaded 41K, black
(270)345-2265
$17,400
most unique manner Let hirr
You have an enormous capacity SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. role, you might be causing yourself even more trouble. Actions display his true colors. Keep
270-953-6251
to read between the lines and be 21)
rL e
1999 Buick LeSabre understanding. Travel and open *** Tension builds. On some speak louder than words. smiling. Tonight: Relax with the
lrhie
moment.
80,XXX, white, $4.800 up to new beginnings. Always level, you see something from a Tonight: Consoder that gyre
membership!
obo. 489-2544 leave assume the best, even in an emo- different perspective. You can
2212 Brookhaven
read between the lines. You dis- PISCES(Fab. 19-March 20)
BORN TODAY
message.
Dove
tionally powered situation, and cover just how volatile a situation ***** You are in the "pink' of ejournalist
Norman Cousins
99 Malibu, great condi- you'll come out on top.
4 BR, 2.5 BA, Bonus
If you really can be Someone pitches thongs investigate what some- (1912).
Mick
musician
tion. 4014 $3,400.
Room, 2,500 sq. ft.
are singlto someone quite exotic in or does you a favor, making one is saying, or question the Fleetwood (1947)
270-293-2576.
$229,000
•
•
•
your life easier Tonight: Head on
could pop into your life at any
words,
as
you
might feel the
Call 270-556-6154 or
93 Plymouth Axiom,4
given moment, if this person home.
270-559-0900
cylinder. Runs good.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.
22-Jan.
19)
ALUED
Great around town. hasn't already. If you are
*1k -kr* You could be weighing
3 BR, 2 BA $54500.
Gas saver. It's a steal attached, a trip, more mutual
HOME MORTGAGE
the
pros
(270)240-4834
and
cons
of
an
issue.
acceptance and less judgment
at $100.
The problem is that you don't
CAPITAL CORPORATION
(270)
293-2037
warm
relationship.
up
your
38R, 28A, 2.500
have a clear, unbiased perspec301., fireplace, fenced
PISCES can be even more emo- tive. Laughter helps you lighten
• Murray's Source for FHA & USDA
yd, barn, 3.2 acres.
tional than you!
up and think positively. You know
• Both Conventional & Non-Conventional
2851 Kinceev rd.
what you want; getting there
(270)227-0479
• USDA is 100%Purchases
WATERS Edge RV
The Stars Show the Kind of could be another issue. Tonight
Perk & Markus. Annual Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: Hangout with a pal.
elan rrun ;Ion, apcl!.
RV sites on the lake
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
• Programs arailahle for Refinancing & Purchases
with VP] and cable.
***** Work with one other
I -Difficult
603 MAIN STREET • MURRAY. KY 42071
Park model cottage on
person directly. What you see as
the lake for sale. 270PHONE: 270-753-7665
a clear and simple transition.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
436-5321
*** Deal with what appears to
YAM.watersodgeky.cc
bc a critical situation. Loosen up
with a child or loved one with
whom you might not see eye to
Iinors
eye. You might not realize that
both of you are using different
WATERS Edge Fly words to describe the matter at
Park & Manna. New hand_ Tonight jr the game of
covered boat dock, life.
12)(28 steps. Yearly TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
rental. 270-436-5321
**** Confusion pops with othwww.watersedgeky.ca ers, especia4 as there could be
a mixed message. Look toward
the best interests of the group,
and you will feel as if you are on
top of your game. Honor what
you feel is best all the way
around. Tonight Where you
want to be.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Use your ability to quickly
move in a new direction. You
itairi
tiT
.
iouses
For Large Orders,
might be forced to take a stand
Catering, Delivery and
where normally you might not.
Please
Call In Advance!
Drive-Thru Available!
I hal:ince:id
Realize your limits carefully.
436-5141 A-AFFORD- Others might not get where you
1
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 10 A.M. -8 P.M. • FRI. & SAT. 10 A.M. 9 P.M.
ABLE Hauling Clean are coming trom. Tonight A must
Melt
out garages, gutters appearance
junk 8 tree work
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You have a vision.
7
,
5
Look beyond the obvious when
tl•tri,4(1.
exploring ideas. Feel free to find
an expert or two. There is no
such thing as too much informa$06 Chestnut St.•liSorrey • 270-7674054
tion. Loosen up with a friend,
neighbor or loved one Tonight'
Follow the mustc.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You don't always need
to be right. You could be uncomBeautiful 3 bedroom 2 bath home in the
fortable following through on othBriarcrest Subdivision.
ers' ideas and plans. Confusion
Call 270-753-2905 or 270-293-8595
surrounds finances and messages. Refuse to react. Simply
for your private showing.
get more information. Tonight.
Defer to another suggestion.
NEWLY
completed
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
LAM
•
3811, 2 bath, hardwood
***** Your ability to underAWN SERVIt I
& ceramic tile flooring.
stand others must emerge in
M.IWIng414.1111.4 imam,
Jacuzzi tub in master
order to follow through on what
1444.4113,4401F.18.
8
"
bath. 2 car attached
you know to be nght. Check out
toot Voteemitig
garage. $149.900. Call
an offer with a touch of cynicism
-...tisfortsius 'Karr:antee
Bennie at Cornerstone
Focus on a group concept and
-7,34116 2174411
Repay 8 rental LLC.
see if your interests meld with
761-SELL Of 752-r729
theirs It will be more likely if you
101 R'AO
give up being petty' Tonight. Out
• COL 1 D
REDUCED!
and about.
LAKE house. Three
MERL FOIL
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
bedroom 2 bath with
°Nal $75.00
*** Read between the lines
doubts garage. waterA ,1114ONTIN
with a boss Communication
front lot oath trees,
could burn if you feel that words
753-1916
r.
storage shed. floating
are directed at you. Perhaps
boat dock, L.
ete
227-8575
they ale, but they speak more of
boat ramp
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care the person who said them. Let
3248.500 00. Cali
Free est. Mowing. gut go of feeling attacked Your atti753-2905 or 293-8595. tar cleaning,
bush nen- tude will then command the field.
ming. and more.
Torught. Errands
.0.,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
& Ares
IHEL1 Electric
***** Your creativity bubbles
Since 1486
up. You could feel a tad crazy or
24 Now wawa
2002 Honda Shadow
out of control Zero in on what is
Res.. Com.. & Ind.
750 A C.E deluxe,
most importaet Let your imagiLicensed & Insured
black, many extras
•• •
I All jobs- tag or small nation open up with a child or
7 1 1 Hfrl.
hi 7..30 o cn 5:00.p in ..w-Se'
it. 30 an ,12.00.p is.
$4,300 (270(820loved one You create the fun of
•
...vi:fnurmitiOa:eirtiiatsto-4?rn
I 753-9562
8256. Murray
the past. Learn to notice what is
TT

753-9899

iforescops

incoodimp iivar

Let Us Do The Cookiw
- ' .`
This 4th ofJuly! 0
Spice Ur> *our July 4th Weekend

With Some Of Our Award Winning

BBIQ *
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